
 
 

The Cool Zone 
 

It was a gloomy and rainy day in the small town of Lindstrom, Minnesota when 

five friends had decided to hang out. They were all gathered at Jessy’s house which 

was what was considered a middle class home in the 1920’s, so it was rather old. It was 

an off white color on the outside and the paint was peeling away in some places. There 

was a small porch that had the modern day seating arrangements. Then as they walk 

into the home there is a decent size foyer, the floors made of some dark colored wood 

that Jessy didn’t know of. To the left there were five teenagers sitting in the large living 

room. Three were sprawled out on the sectional couch, one was sitting in the tan 

recliner, and one was laying on the red, patterned rug. The movie Spiderman: 

Homecoming was playing loudly on the TV, but no one was really paying attention to it, 

instead they were playing on their phones.  ”So, do you guys wanna order pizza or 

something?” Jessy asked, hoping to get some excitement out of her friends. “No.” 

“Not really hungry, Jess. Thank you though.” Marina spoke politely, she 

was the girly one in the group, and always nice. The person who spoke before her was 

Axel and he was the troubled rock boy; however, everyone in the group was always 

willing to help him because after all, he is their friend. Marina was in the recliner and 

Axel was on the floor, but on Jessy’s right was Faya and you could probably call her the 

punk one of the group. She has red hair, piercings, and two or three tattoos. Dresses in 

dark colors most of the time but has good style. However, she can sometimes have 



crazy ideas. Last, but certainly not least, on Jessy’s left was Neo. Neo’s the skaterboy 

of them all, he likes to collect vinyl records of his favorite artists, drinks a lot of coffee 

and tea, and obviously gets everyone to go skating with him. Jessy was the quiet girl, 

she stayed in the house most of the time and wouldn’t go out if it wasn’t for her friends. 

“Hey guys, I have an idea!” 

“What Faya?” Axel groaned out, slightly annoyed. “You know how there’s that 

abandoned amusement park? Why don’t we go there? It sounds better than rotting 

away in Jessy’s living room.”  

“That actually doesn’t sound like a bad idea! Let’s do it!” Neo agreed with a lot of 

enthusiasm. He also has a fascination with abandoned places, he says he likes to figure 

out the history behind them. “Sure Faya. Everyone get your shoes and stuff. We’ll take 

my car.” 

“Okay, Jess.” 

“Alright!”  

About three more variations of agreement rang out while everyone sprinted to the blue 

walled kitchen to grab their shoes. Axel tripped Neo in the process and they almost 

started fighting each other, but that’s normal for them. They act like brothers, very 

annoying brothers. Then everyone piled into Jessy’s 2010 silver Nissan Altima and 

started the half hour drive to the amusement park. On the way there they listened to a 

wide array of music such as: Wallows, The Neighborhood, Post Malone, and even some 

AC/DC. They all get turns choosing songs, its they only way the group can make 

listening to music fair with all their different tastes.  



By the time they got there, it was about two in the afternoon and they said they 

would leave around five, so they had plenty of time to look around. The rain had 

stopped, but there were small puddles here and there, and everything else was wet. 

“Alright, losers. Out of my car!” Jessy yelled at her friends jokingly. They all slowly got 

out and stretched their legs; sitting in the car for that long isn’t too fun. Axel grabbed the 

backpack of supplies out of the trunk, it had some snacks, drinks, some medical 

supplies in case someone got hurt, and surgical masks in case they went inside a 

building. They don’t want to inhale something dangerous.  “Woah, let’s climb on top of 

the rollercoaster!”  

“Neo that’s dangerous,” Jess said, she was kind of the mom of the group. 

“Lighten up, Jess. It sounds like something exciting and cool we could tell our kids!” 

“Fine, Faya. Let’s do it guys. We just have to be really careful though, and we’re 

doing it last,” Jessy said with a matter-of-fact tone. Everyone agreed, but not happily 

because they were wanting to do it now. They all walked toward the gate and looked up 

at the sign. “The Cool Zone. Kind of stupid name if you ask me.” 

“You’re right,” Axel laughed at Marina’s comment and they continued on their 

way. Axel and Neo started racing each other to the bumper cars, acting like children. 

The rest of us slowly caught up to them and laughed, enjoying seeing them have so 

much fun. After jumping on top of some bumper cars, taking pictures wherever we 

thought looked cool, and walked through the creepy funhouse. It was around three thirty 

when all of that was done and we stopped to take a break. Everyone made the regular 

inappropriate jokes and inside jokes you’d hear from teenagers and the group was 



having an amazing time. “Come on guys. Let’s get to the rollercoaster already!” Axel 

said as he ran towards the rollercoaster that went a good five hundred to six hundred 

feet in the air.  

Eventually we walked our way over to it and went through the old line-up station 

and made it to where you would get on the roller coaster train. We set down the 

backpack and any other heavy stuff we had with us because we didn’t want to lose it on 

the climb up.  After that we started the climb up the side that looked like steps; however, 

it was pretty slick from the rain so we had to be careful. “Everyone, this view is 

beautiful..”  

“Amazing!” Faya screamed out of excitement. She pumped her fist into the air 

and with that final movement, her foot slipped and she fell down to the ground. From 

five hundred feet in the air. We all tried our best to catch her and we were all screaming 

her name, but it was no use. Faya fell to the pavement below and her blood pooled 

around her slowly. Her brain matter splattered where her head made contact with the 

concrete. The rest of us stared in horror as one of our best friends just fell to her end. 

 

 

 


